
List of Interjections 

Interjection

absolutely achoo ack ahh

aha ahem ahoy agreed

alas alright alrighty alack 

amen anytime argh anyhoo 

anyhow as if attaboy attagirl 

aww awful bam bah humbug 

behold bingo blah bless you 

boo bravo cheers crud 

darn dang doh drat 

duh eek eh gee 

geepers gee whiz golly goodness 

goodness gracious gosh ha hallelujah 

hey hi hmmm huh 

indeed jeez my gosh no 

now nah oops ouch 

phew please rats shoot 

shucks there tut uggh 

waa what woah woops 

wow yay yes yikes 

Interjection Interjection Interjection



An interjection is a word or phrase that expresses emotion or feeling, gives a command or fills 
a silence. It usually begins a sentence, but sometimes it may interrupt a sentence or be at the 
end of a sentence. 

Example: Yahoo! I made an A on the test!

In the example, yahoo is an interjection. 

Circle the interjections below. 

Find the Interjection

1. Yikes! It’s hot outside. 2.Wow, that’s a big spider.

3. Aww, look at the cute kitten. 4. Ouch! I hurt my toe!

5. I missed the bus. Oh well. 6. That’s, hmm, a good question.

7. Oops! She dropped the birthday cake! 8. Whoa, you need to slow down.

9. Hello, it’s nice to meet you. 10. Oh, were you here first?
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